Aloha, I am a resident of Molokai. I am all for sources of alternative energy. In fact will be putting a hybrid wind / pv panels on my property within 2 years. However, this undersea cable of power from Molokai to O'ahu and the wind towers and turbines planned on the west end of molokai is not going to work unless major changes are made...The people of molokai must benefit before any oahu residents or tourist industry. This will not work any way in its current form. Remember the vast majority of people here HAVE STOOD UP LOUD and CLEAR through the years....

some examples

1. NATIVE HAWAIIANS rights to collect fish and all trails opened up.

the biggest and best
2. Stopping the BOMBING of Kahoolawe.

3. NOT allowing any cruise ship to stop in the surrounding water.

4. Denying Molokai Ranch from developing LA'AU POINT.

i could go on and on. Hopefully you understand this situation. Otherwise this will get out of hand very fast.

As development rages and greed becomes more apparent, places in the world like molokai becoming treasured. National Geographic Magazine and television shows have ranked molokai as number 4 in the whole world. Sincerely

Hans DuBach